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file description:aeroflight aerosoft airbus a320 fly from frankfurt/main to milan malpensa. this is a
repaint with a background texture of frankfurt airport. flying with the a321 in fsx/fsx se. i have also

recreated the scenery, and some items, like the fire trucks. new and improved. file
description:aeroflight aerosoft airbus a321 fly from frankfurt/main to milan malpensa. this is a

repaint with a background texture of frankfurt airport. flying with the a321 in fsx/fsx se. i have also
recreated the scenery, and some items, like the fire trucks. new and improved. the primary function

of the airport is handling civil aviation. the airport is located in the northern part of the lombardy
region, which is around 130 km (81 mi) north of milan's center. the airport lies in the municipality of
milano in the comune of busto arsizio, at the border with the comune of lodi and comune of milano.
the airport is named after the italian military leader luigi galleani, who was killed in 1931 at busto

arsizio. the airport has a permanent ground handling operation, of which the head is andrea sannini.
the airport is known as malpensa airport in italian, malpensa international airport in english and the
official name of the airport, in italian, is aeroporto internazionale di malpensa. the airport is owned

and operated by società aeroporto di milano (sam), which is a private company, in which torino
airport is also a member. the airport is also a partner of aeroports de paris (adp). the airport has two
runways. runway 06/24 is 3000x120 meters, while runway 18/36 is 2100x150 meters. runway 06/24

is category 5 and runway 18/36 is category 4.[1]
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